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…and what it means for the future of credit unions
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What is “disruption” in financial services?
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How we think of 
disruption today…



2 Billion users

Big
Banks

Regional
Banks

Paypal

Venmo

Simple

Apple

Square

Amazon
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But disruption in banking 
started 50 years ago…



Paper
Computer

Counter

ATM

OLB
Mobile Computers today and

beyond
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Credit unions differentiate on service (and sell in 
the context of service) but technology has 
systematically eliminated the people at the CU 
who provide that service (and sell within it).

We’re caught in a trap



“FIs overestimate preference for digital… 
and underestimate preference for 
in-person experiences.”

9

David Kerstein, President
Peak Performance Consulting Group



Communication-channel preference by age
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Trust disruption…



Who do you trust?

12









TRUST IS A RELATIONSHIP

THAT GIVES YOU CONFIDENCE

WITH THE UNKNOWN.



Economic disruption…
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SOURCE: McKinsey Global Institute; “The future of work in America”; July 2019
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SOURCE: CBINSIGHTS; 2019 Fintech Trends To Watch



75% of working Americans live “paycheck-to-paycheck”
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SOURCE: CBINSIGHTS; 2019 Fintech Trends To Watch
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SOURCE: CBINSIGHTS; 2019 Fintech Trends To Watch
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SOURCE: CBINSIGHTS; 2019 Fintech Trends To Watch



Faster income could shift how consumers bank

SOURCE: Payments Landscape, CB Insights, 2019



Competitor disruption…



Amazon’s growing financial services ecosystem
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Apple deepens its foray into financial services
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SOURCE: Apple’s push into financial services is just getting started — here’s why incumbents should worry, BI Intelligence, May 2019
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Apple Pay Pop Quiz
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Q: What percentage of U.S. 
consumers use Apple Pay?9%

Share of U.S. consumers using Apple Pay

SOURCE: SmartHQ via The Financial Brand



Apple Card: first card designed NOT to be used

…but first example of 
real-time rewards
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Neobanks raise record $2.5B in funding YTD 2019
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Is the neobank business model viable?

33

-£47.2m
-£80m

-£10.6m

‘Screw profits’
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Are neobanks a threat, really?

34

Neobanks (aka “challenger 
banks”,  aka “direct banks”, aka 
“digital banks”) launched 10 
years ago in the U.S.

Q: What percentage of 
Millennials have a primary 
checking account with a 
neobank?3%

Millenials with primary checking at a neobank

SOURCE: Cornerstone Advisors Q2 2019 survey of 2,506 US consumers



Deposit disruption?



$$$
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deposits

technology
adoption
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Are neobanks a deposit threat?

38

Neobanks (aka challenger 
banks,  aka direct banks, aka 
digital banks) launched 10 
years ago in the U.S.

Q: What percentage of U.S. 
deposits are held by the 
top 7 neobanks in the U.S.?0.014%

% of U.S. deposits held by top 7 neobanks
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Real deposit threats?
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Ally reached $100B in deposits and 1.9M 
customers by way of “bringing the best of 
digital and human into the equation.” 

Dinesh Chopra
Chief Strategy Officer
Ally Financial
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• P2P stored value
• Venmo℠ ($2B)

• Square® ($2B?)

• Apple Pay® ($1B?)

• Retail mobile apps
• Starbucks® ($2B)

• HSAs ($45B)
• Robo-advisory ($1.4T)

43

Deposit Displacement

43

(in trillions of dollars)(in trillions of dollars)



Payments disruption…
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What happens as more payments 
become instant, invisible and free?



$280B



47
SOURCE: Accenture Research

As much as 15% of banks’ global 
payments revenue, or 
US$280billion, is likely be 
displacedby the growth of digital 
payments and competition from 
non-banks, as payments become 
more instant, invisibleand free 

Source: Accenture



Driver Disruption

Instant payments Card displacement by real-
time payments (interchange?)

Invisible payments Competition from non-banks 
and digital attackers

Free payments Pricing compression

Drivers of disruption in payments…



Consumer Use of Payment Methods
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Share of US Consumers Who Used a Payment Method in 2018

Source: Bain/Research Now Retail Banking MPS Survey cited by CNBC, 2018



We need to think
about payments 
differently…



Payments are usually grouped into these domains…



…but these UX categories are more helpful/strategic:

MUNDANE
POS, P2P
(small $)

MEANINGFUL
Income, Bills, B2B

(bigger $)
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One meaningful 
payment can make or 
break a relationship…
(and the revenue that relationship represents)
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Hahira, GA
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#MomentOfNeed
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Where does 
the moment of need 

happen?
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Everywhere but the branch.
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Real-time adds complexity
…not just speed



RTP FedNow℠

SDA



Complexity of payments expands need for simplicity

Lockbox Integrated 
Receivables



Make personal 
service real-time
in payments…



Moment of 
Need

Acknowledgement

Resolution



Moment of 
Need

Acknowledgement

Resolution







Win moments of need
with payments…





Attach 
context

Less typing,
more helping
Attaching accounts and transactions 
provides clarity in less time.





Attach 
context

Less typing,
more helping
Dragging and dropping accounts and 
transactions provides clarity in less 
time.



MUNDANE PAYMENTS MEANINGFUL PAYMENTS
Commoditized P2P and POS Biggest opportunity to strategically differentiate 

on service in digital

Tablestakes Target highest stakes transactions: business 
payments, high-dollar payments, milestone 
payments, wires and wealth payments

Must match competition (or be top-of-
wallet) to remain relevant, win moments of 
need, and maintain relationship as 
primary financial institution. (card-enable 
billpay)

Must offer live, local, personal service at the 
moment of need by integrating conversational 
channels in digital banking that are already 
authenticated and transactionalized (i.e., directly 
connected to core).

Must enable or have visibility into 
mundane payments because data is the 
onramp to not just relevance BUT 
REVENUE in the future.

Lever meaningful payments to drive sales in the 
context of service (inside of personal digital 
interactions), i.e., inside personal service



Make the most of  
meaningful payments…



…and make meaning of 
the mundane payments…



The end of 
bolt-on PFM
In-line transaction enrichment and 
financial management should be 
native to digital banking…because 
they are integral to making meaning 
of mundane payments over time.



Technological disruption…



Gartner Hype Cycle 2019
Artificial Intelligence

Source: Gartner



The Chatbot Continuum
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big trends
in digital banking

https://thefinancialbrand.com/67286/banking-digital-engagement-strategy/
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Commodization
of digital banking1



Bot-omation
of digital banking2



approaches
to digital banking

https://thefinancialbrand.com/67286/banking-digital-engagement-strategy/
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Make technology 
seem more human.1





2Use technology to
extend our humanity.



Gartner Hype Cycle 2019
Emerging Tech

Source: Gartner



“Technology without the human component will 
simply deliver bad experiences faster.”

Duena Blomstrom
Author, Emotional Banking



Sales in the 
context of service
Community banks have always been 
able to sell in the context of in-
person service, so translating in-
person service inside digital 
channels is key to transforming 
digital banking into a revenue 
channel instead of a cost channel..



“More and more, the cost of poor service is 
huge. There’s complete zero tolerance for it. 
And when you do make a mistake, it’s all 
over social media. Confident, competent 
people are the only thing that can deliver 
flawless execution.”

Cathy Bessant
Chief Operations & Technology Officer
Bank of America
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